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Alex, 

I’m Phil Hudok, Pastor Butch Paugh’s media producer and three decade NWO battler.  

You’ve had me on several times in the past. I was a defense witness in the Abby Newman trial and you 

also interviewed me when fired from my 25 year physics teaching position for not enforcing student 

barcode ID wearing. In that, I was defended by the Rutherford Institute and prevailed at the State 

Supreme Court.  

What is important at this point is not that and other State Supreme Court wins, but an arbitration order 

against the federal government and the qui tam contract for all Americans established in the process.  

Numbers of people (critical mass unknown) need awareness of what was done on their behalf and 

stands ready as a non-violent way for remedy and relief.  

We cannot depend on the courts. If we could, the judiciary would have taken up the election fraud and 

the ordering of sick people into nursing homes. We, the people are charged and responsible for the 

righteous rule of law, for which a method exists. 

I have enclosed 6 pages of info, contents as follows: 

Page 1 - Image of 3500+ opt-ins from the United States 

Page 2 – West Virginia newspaper reporting on arbitration award 

Page 3 – Background how battle began in West Virginia (newspaper article) 

Pages 4-6 – Personal background via SPLC Hit Piece (2014 SPLC Intelligence Report & 95% accurate) 

While you probably have questions, the newspaper articles tell the story, with the ending, pending. 

You recently stated, “They have broken the social contract. 

Alex, criminals broke the Constitution contract with the people. While imperfect, most would accept an 

immediate return to it protections and government limitations or we demand the now legal and lawful 

contract.  

That established contract is what masses of people can demand of Congress, namely due remedy and 

relief via Private Bill. It is a rallying mechanism, a wake-up call, and The People’s Reset!  

Legally and lawfully, fix it now, or no compliance. I would suggest a national shutdown. 

Sincerely, 

 

Phil Hudok 

H 304-335-2826  C 304-940-9646  hudok@startmail.com 

Dedicated website for the now 6 year rule of law battle…   www.hudok.info 
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